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Abstract
Pseudo-BCK-algebras arise as the {\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residuated lattices. In this note we
characterize pseudo-BCK-algebras that are subdirect products of linearly ordered pseudo-BCK-algebras.
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1. Introduction
A residuated lattice is an algebra L = 〈L,∧,∨, ·,\, /,1〉 such that 〈L,∧,∨〉 is a lattice,
〈L, ·,1〉 is a monoid and
a · b c iff b a\c iff a  c/b (1)
for all a, b, c ∈ L. If, moreover, 1 is the greatest element of the lattice 〈L,∧,∨〉 then L is called
an integral residuated lattice. For background on residuated lattices we refer to [2,6].
A residuated lattice is said to be representable if it is a subdirect product of linearly ordered
residuated lattices. C.J. van Alten [1] proved that an integral residuated lattice (he used the name
“biresiduated lattice”) is representable if and only if it satisfies the identity
(x\y) ∨ (w/(w/[((y\x)\z)∖z]))= 1. (2)
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ever, uses all the operations of residuated lattices was independently obtained by K. Blount and
C. Tsinakis [2].
The identity (2) also characterizes the representable algebras in the C-subreduct classes of
integral residuated lattices as long as {∨,\, /,1} ⊆ C. Although C.J. van Alten [1] conjectured
that a possible candidate is the identity
(
(x\y)\u)∖[([w/(w/[((y\x)\z)∖z])]∖u)∖u]= 1, (3)
it has been an open question to find an axiomatization when ∨ /∈ C. For BCK-algebras, which
are the {\,1}-subreducts of commutative integral residuated lattices, such a description is known:
M. Pałasinski [9] showed that a BCK-algebra is representable if and only if it fulfils the equation
(
(x\y)\z)∖[((y\x)\z)∖z]= 1.
In this note we prove that (3) can really be used to characterize representable members of the
class of all {\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residuated lattices, as well as representable integral
residuated lattices themselves.
2. Pseudo-BCK-algebras
The {\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residuated lattices are the so-called pseudo-BCK-algebras
which were introduced by G. Georgescu and A. Iorgulescu [3] as a non-commutative general-
ization of well-known BCK-algebras. The definition we present here is adapted from that in [5]
so that the {\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residuated lattices may be regarded as pseudo-BCK-
algebras:
A pseudo-BCK-algebra is a structure 〈A,,\, /,1〉,1 where 〈A,〉 is a poset2 with a greatest
element 1 and \, / are binary operations on A such that for all x, y, z ∈ A we have
x/y  (z/x)\(z/y), y\x  (y\z)/(x\z), (4)
y  (x/y)\x, y  x/(y\x), (5)
x  y iff x\y = 1 iff y/x = 1. (6)
It comes as no surprise that any pseudo-BCK-algebra 〈A,,\, /,1〉 can be treated as an alge-
bra 〈A,\, /,1〉 since the partial order can be recovered by x  y iff x\y = 1. As such algebras,
pseudo-BCK-algebras form a quasi-variety which is axiomatized by the following identities and
quasi-identity:
(x/y)
∖[
(z/x)\(z/y)]= 1, (7)[
(y\z)/(x\z)]/(y\x) = 1, (8)
x/1 = x, (9)
1 In contrast to the notation in [5], we write a\b instead of a b and b/a instead of a → b.
2 In the original definition, the relation  is assumed to be just reflexive and antisymmetric, while transitivity easily
follows from the other axioms.
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x\1 = 1, (11)
x\y = 1 & y\x = 1 ⇒ x = y. (12)
Pseudo-BCK-algebras generalize BCK-algebras in the sense that if x\y = y/x for all
x, y ∈ A, then 〈A,\,1〉 is a BCK-algebra (it is common to write x → y for x\y = y/x). Since
BCK-algebras are not closed under homomorphic images, neither are pseudo-BCK-algebras, and
hence the quasi-variety of all pseudo-BCK-algebras is not a variety.
In general, the poset 〈A,〉 enjoys no particular properties except that 1 is a greatest element.
If 〈A,〉 happens to be a join-semilattice (with the associated join-operation ∨), then we call
the algebra 〈A,∨,\, /,1〉 a pseudo-BCK-semilattice. In case of pseudo-BCK-semilattices the
quasi-identity (12) can be equivalently replaced by the identities
x ∨ [(y/x)\y]= (y/x)\y, (13)
x\(x ∨ y) = 1, (14)
and therefore, the class of all pseudo-BCK-semilattices is a variety axiomatized by (7)–(11), (13)
and (14) and by the defining identities of semilattices.
One can show [7] that pseudo-BCK-algebras are the {\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residu-
ated lattices. Actually, every pseudo-BCK-algebra embeds into the {\, /,1}-reduct of an integral
residuated complete lattice. Since the embedding respects also the existing finite suprema, it fol-
lows that pseudo-BCK-semilattices are precisely the {∨,\, /,1}-subreducts of integral residuated
lattices.
In addition to (4)–(12), pseudo-BCK-algebras satisfy the following properties which we shall
need later:
x\1 = 1 = 1/x, x\x = 1 = x/x,
x  y ⇒ z\x  z\y & x/z y/z, (15)
x  y ⇒ y\z x\z & z/y  z/x, (16)
(y\z)/x = y\(z/x), (17)
x  z/y ⇔ y  x\z, (18)
x  y\x, x  x/y, (19)
x/y  (x/z)/(y/z), y\x  (z\y)\(z\x). (20)
Moreover, if the supremum
∨
i∈I yi exists, then so do the infima
∧
i∈I (yi\x) and
∧
i∈I (x/yi)
and we have
(∨
i∈I
yi
)∖
x =
∧
i∈I
(yi\x), x
/(∨
i∈I
yi
)
=
∧
i∈I
(x/yi);
in particular, if x ∨ y exists, then
(x ∨ y)\x = y\x, x/(x ∨ y) = x/y.
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a subset D of A is called a deductive system of A if
(i) 1 ∈ D,
(ii) if a ∈ D and a\b ∈ D then b ∈ D.
The condition (ii) is equivalent to saying that a ∈ D and b/a ∈ D imply b ∈ D. Moreover, any
deductive system is an upper-set in 〈A,〉.
The set of all deductive systems of A, when ordered by set inclusion, is an algebraic distribu-
tive lattice in which infima agree with set intersections. For every ∅ = S ⊆ A,
D(S) = {a ∈ A: s1∖(· · · \(sn\a) · · ·)= 1 for some n ∈N, si ∈ S}
= {a ∈ A: (· · · (a/s1)/ · · ·)/sn = 1 for some n ∈N, si ∈ S}
is the deductive system generated by S.
We say that a deductive system C of A is compatible if, for all a, b ∈ A,
a/b ∈ C iff b\a ∈ C.
The compatible deductive systems of A form a lattice under inclusion which is a complete sub-
lattice of the lattice of all deductive systems of A. The compatible deductive system generated
by S ⊆ A is denoted by Dc(S).
By a relative congruence of a pseudo-BCK-algebra A we mean a congruence θ of A such
that the quotient algebra A/θ is a pseudo-BCK-algebra. The set of all relative congruences of
A becomes an algebraic distributive lattice when ordered by set inclusion. For every pseudo-
BCK-algebra A, the lattice of all relative congruences and the lattice of all compatible deductive
systems of A are isomorphic. Specifically, the mapping
θ → [1]θ =
{
a ∈ A: (a,1) ∈ θ}
is an isomorphism between the two lattices, the inverse of which is given by
C → θC =
{
(a, b) ∈ A × A: a\b, b\a ∈ C}.
The proof in [1] is based on a detailed study of the prefilter lattice (see Section 3 below). To
be more precise, C.J. van Alten showed that if an integral residuated lattice L satisfies (2), then
there exists a collection {Fi}i∈I of filters of L such that ⋂i∈I Fi = {1} and all quotient algebras
L/θFi are linearly ordered.
Our approach is different: we shall prove that relatively subdirectly irreducible pseudo-BCK-
algebras satisfying the identity (3) are linearly ordered. Here, a relatively subdirectly irreducible
pseudo-BCK-algebra is one that has a smallest non-identity relative congruence.
It is therefore necessary to have an explicit description of the compatible deductive system
Dc(S) which is generated by a given non-empty set S ⊆ A. For that purpose, let us define two
polynomial functions λa,ρa (for every a ∈ A):
λa(x) = (x\a)\a and ρa(x) = a/(a/x),
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Γ (S) = {(γa1 ◦ · · · ◦ γan)(s): s ∈ S, n ∈N, ai ∈ A, γai ∈ {λai , ρai }}.
For a ∈ A we shall write briefly Γ (a) rather than Γ ({a}).
Lemma 1. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra. For every deductive system C of A, C is compatible
if and only if λa(c), ρa(c) ∈ C for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C.
Proof. Let C be a compatible deductive system, i.e., C is the kernel of the (relative) congru-
ence θC . Hence if c ∈ C then (λa(c),1) = ((c\a)\a, (1\a)\a) ∈ θC showing λa(c) ∈ C, and
analogously, ρa(c) ∈ C.
Conversely, let C be closed under λa,ρa . If c/d ∈ C then λc(c/d) = ((c/d)\c)\c ∈ C. From
(c/d)\c  d it follows ((c/d)\c)\c  d\c, which entails d\c ∈ C. Similarly, d\c ∈ C implies
c/d ∈ C. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra. For every n ∈N and a1, . . . , an, b ∈ A we have
(· · · ([(an∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b]/((an\b)\b))/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b)= 1, (21)(
b/(b/a1)
)∖(· · · \((b/(b/an))∖[b/((· · · (b/a1)/ · · ·)/an)]) · · ·)= 1. (22)
Proof. We prove (21) only; the argument for the second equation is similar. By induction on
n ∈N. For n = 1 the result is clear since (21) is in the form ((a1\b)\b)/((a1\b)\b) = 1.
Let n > 1 and assume that (21) is valid for all positive integers k < n. We have
(· · · ([(an∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b]/((an\b)\b))/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b)
= (· · · ((an∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖[b/((an\b)\b)])/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b)

(· · · ((an∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))\(an\b))/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b)

(· · · ((an−1∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b)/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b)
= 1
where we have used Eq. (17) for
[(
an
∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b]/((an\b)\b)= (an∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖[b/((an\b)\b)],
then the inequalities
b
/(
(an\b)\b
)
 an\b,(
an
∖(
an−1
∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·)))∖(an\b) (an−1∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b
(which follow by (5) and (20), respectively) along with the property (15), and finally, the induc-
tion hypothesis applied to
(· · · ((an−1∖(· · · \(a1\b) · · ·))∖b)/ · · ·)/((a1\b)\b). 
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Lemma 3. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra and ∅ = S ⊆ A. Then D(Γ (S)) is the smallest
compatible deductive system containing S, i.e., Dc(S) = D(Γ (S)).
Proof. Obviously, S ⊆ D(Γ (S)) because s = (s\s)\s = λs(s) ∈ Γ (S) for every s ∈ S, and if C
is any compatible deductive system of A that contains S then D(Γ (S)) ⊆ C.
It remains to be proved that the deductive system D(Γ (S)) is compatible. Let a, b ∈ A and
assume that a/b ∈ D(Γ (S)), i.e., there exists a positive integer n and g1, . . . , gn ∈ Γ (S) so that
g1\(· · · \(gn\(a/b)) · · ·) = 1. Using (17) repeatedly, we obtain (g1\(· · · \(gn\a) · · ·))/b = 1, thus
b g1\(· · · \(gn\a) · · ·), which yields
b\a  (g1∖(· · · \(gn\a) · · ·))∖a (23)
by (16). By (21) we have
(· · · ([(g1∖(· · · \(gn\a) · · ·))∖a]/((g1\a)\a))/ · · ·)/((gn\a)\a)= 1.
Since (gi\a)\a = λa(gi) ∈ Γ (S) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the last equality entails that the element
(g1\(· · · \(gn\a) · · ·))\a belongs to D(Γ (S)), and consequently, by (23) we get b\a ∈ D(Γ (S)).
Analogously, if b\a ∈ D(Γ (S)) then a/b ∈ D(Γ (S)), proving that D(Γ (S)) is a compatible
deductive system. 
The identity (3) can be written as
(x\y)\u ((w/(w/[((y\x)\z)∖z]))∖u)∖u,
which is, by (18), equivalent to
(
w
/(
w
/[(
(y\x)\z)∖z]))∖u u/((x\y)\u). (24)
One readily sees that every pseudo-BCK-algebra satisfying (24) also satisfies the following iden-
tities:
((
(y\x)\z)∖z)∖u u/((x\y)\u), (25)(
w
/(
w/(y\x)))∖u u/((x\y)\u), (26)
(y\x)\u u/((x\y)\u). (27)
We know that the underlying poset 〈A,〉 of a pseudo-BCK-algebra A need not be a join-
semilattice. Nevertheless, given a, b ∈ A, we shall write a ∨ b = 1 meaning that the supremum
of {a, b} in 〈A,〉 exists and is equal to 1.
Lemma 4. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra satisfying (27). For any a, b ∈ A, the following are
equivalent:
(i) a ∨ b = 1,
(ii) b\a = a and a\b = b.
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(ii) ⇒ (i). Let c ∈ A be a common upper bound of a, b. Then 1 = b\c = (a\b)\c 
c/((b\a)\c) = c/(a\c) = c/1 = c, so c = 1. Hence a ∨ b = 1. 
As a consequence we get
Lemma 5. If a pseudo-BCK-algebra A satisfies (27), then (a\b) ∨ (b\a) = 1 for all a, b ∈ A.
Proof. Due to (27), (a\b)\(b\a)  (b\a)/((b\a)\(b\a)) = b\a which yields (a\b)\(b\a) =
b\a. By replacing a and b, we have (b\a)\(a\b) = a\b. 
We arrive at our crucial lemma:
Lemma 6. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra that fulfils (25) and (26). Let a, b ∈ A. If a ∨ b = 1
then g ∨ h = 1 for all g ∈ Γ (a), h ∈ Γ (b).
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that g ∨ b = 1 for each g ∈ Γ (a). By definition, g = (γc1 ◦
· · · ◦ γcn)(a) for some c1, . . . , cn ∈ A, n ∈N, where every γci is either λci or ρci . We proceed by
induction on the number of “conjugations” γci .
Let g = λc(a) for some c ∈ A. If d ∈ A is a common upper bound of g = λc(a) and b,
then 1 = λc(a)\d = (((b\a)\c)\c)\d  d/((a\b)\d) = d/(b\d) = d/1 = d by (25), and since
a ∨ b = 1 entails that a\b = b and b\a = a. Thus λc(a) ∨ b = 1. Analogously, if g = ρc(a) for
some c ∈ A, then using (26) we conclude ρc(a) ∨ b = 1.
The induction step is parallel: If g = λc(g′) or g = ρc(g′), where g′ ∈ Γ (a) already satisfies
g′ ∨ b = 1, then (as argued above) g ∨ b = λc(g′) ∨ b = 1 or g ∨ b = ρc(g′) ∨ b = 1, respec-
tively. 
We need another technical result:
Lemma 7. Let A be any pseudo-BCK-algebra. Let a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn ∈ A (m,n ∈ N) and
assume that ai ∨ bj = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For every c ∈ A, if
a1
∖(· · · \(am\c) · · ·)= 1 and b1∖(· · · \(bn\c) · · ·)= 1,
then c = 1.
Proof. We may obviously assume that m = n and proceed by induction on n ∈N. For n = 1 we
have a1\c = b1\c = 1, which means a1, b1  c. Since a1 ∨ b1 = 1, it follows c = 1.
Let n > 1 and suppose that the statement holds for all positive integers k < n. Due to (6)
and (17), the assumption a1\(· · · \(an\c) · · ·) = 1 and b1\(· · · \(bn\c) · · ·) = 1 is equivalent to
an
∖((· · · (c/a1)/ · · ·)/an−1)= 1, (28)
bn
∖((· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1)= 1. (29)
Now, using (29), we have
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= (· · · ((bn∖[(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1])/a1)/ · · ·)/an−1
= (· · · (1/a1)/ · · ·)/an−1 = 1. (30)
Further, (· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1  c by (19). This together with (28) yields
an
∖((· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)/an−1)= 1. (31)
By the first induction step applied to (30) and (31), we obtain
((· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2)/an−1 = 1,
and equivalently,
an−1
∖((· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2)= 1. (32)
We also have
bn
∖((· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2)
= (· · · ((bn∖[(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1])/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2
= (· · · (1/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2 = 1 (33)
again by (29). Since an−1 ∨ bn = 1, by the first induction step for (32) and (33) it follows
(· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)/an−2 = 1,
so
an−2
∖(· · · ([(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]/a1)/ · · ·)= 1.
Repeating this procedure we get
a1
∖[(· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1]= 1,
which together with (29) entails (· · · (c/b1)/ · · ·)/bn−1 = 1, thus
b1
∖(· · · \(bn−1\c) · · ·)= 1. (34)
By replacing ai ’s and bj ’s, we have
a1
∖(· · · \(an−1\c) · · ·)= 1. (35)
Finally, we can use the induction hypothesis for (34) and (35) so that we obtain c = 1. 
Lemma 8. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra satisfying (25) and (26). Let a, b ∈ A. If a ∨ b = 1
then Dc(a) ∩ Dc(b) = {1}.
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(hn\d) · · ·) = 1 for some g1, . . . , gm ∈ Γ (a) and h1, . . . , hn ∈ Γ (b). Since gi ∨ hj = 1 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} by Lemma 6, it follows that d = 1 by Lemma 7. 
We have settled all the auxiliary results, so we can prove the main goal as promised in the
introduction:
Theorem 9. Every relatively subdirectly irreducible pseudo-BCK-algebra satisfying the identi-
ties (25) and (26) is linearly ordered.
Proof. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra that satisfies (25) and (26). If A is relatively subdi-
rectly irreducible then the lattice of all compatible deductive systems of A (being isomorphic to
the relative congruence lattice) has a monolith, i.e., the intersection of all compatible deductive
systems = {1} is = {1}. Suppose that A is not linearly ordered. Then there exist a, b ∈ A with
a\b = 1 and b\a = 1, which certainly yields Dc(a\b) = {1} and Dc(b\a) = {1}. By Lemma 5,
(a\b) ∨ (b\a) = 1, and therefore Dc(a\b) ∩ Dc(b\a) = {1} by Lemma 8, the desired contradic-
tion. 
Recall that a pseudo-BCK-algebra is called representable if it is (isomorphic to) a subdirect
product of linearly ordered pseudo-BCK-algebras.
Theorem 10. For every pseudo-BCK-algebra A, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) A is representable;
(ii) A satisfies the identity (24), or equivalently, (3);
(iii) A satisfies the identities (25) and (26).
Proof. Let A be a pseudo-BCK-algebra. It is obvious that if A is representable then it satisfies the
identity (24) (since in linearly ordered pseudo-BCK-algebras one has either a\b = 1 or b\a = 1
for all a, b).
Conversely, assume that A fulfils (24). Using known properties of quasi-varieties, A is iso-
morphic to a subdirect product of relatively subdirectly irreducible pseudo-BCK-algebras, say
{Ai}i∈I . By definition, each Ai is a homomorphic image of A, so it satisfies (24), (25) and (26),
and consequently, Ai is linearly ordered by Theorem 9. 
Of course, the identity (24) is not the only one that determines the representable pseudo-
BCK-algebras. For instance, a pseudo-BCK-algebra A is representable if and only if it verifies
the identity
((
(x\y)\z)∖z)∖u u/([w/(w/(y\x))]∖u),
or equivalently,
(
w
/(
w/(y\x)))∖u ([((x\y)\z)∖z]∖u)∖u.
Indeed, from the two above identities we easily infer (25) and
(
w
/(
w/(y\x)))∖u ((x\y)\u)∖u,
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fully, we discover that without any loss we may replace the term u/((x\y)\u) on the right-hand
side of (26) by the term ((x\y)\u)\u.
3. Integral residuated lattices and pseudo-BCK-semilattices
In conclusion we pay attention to integral residuated lattices and their {∨,\, /,1}-subreducts.
First of all, we remark that integral residuated lattices form a variety that can be axiomatized by
the identities (7)–(11), (13), (14) and
(y · z)\x = z\(y\x), (36)
and by the defining identities of lattices. (It is easy to show that Eq. (36) captures the residuation
equivalences (1), and that the multiplication · is associative.) As we have already pointed out, also
the class of all pseudo-BCK-semilattices is a variety. Both varieties are 1-regular, i.e., congruence
relations are uniquely determined by their kernels.
Let L = 〈L,∧,∨, ·,\, /,1〉 be an integral residuated lattice. We recall from [1] that a non-
empty subset P of L is called a prefilter if P is an upper-set such that a · b ∈ P for all a, b ∈ P .
One can prove that P is a prefilter of L if and only if it is a deductive system of the {\, /,1}-reduct
of L.
A filter of L is a prefilter F with the property that b ∈ F implies a\(b · a) ∈ F and (a ·
b)/a ∈ F for all a ∈ L. Equivalently, F is a filter of L if and only if it is a compatible deductive
system of the {\, /,1}-reduct. Filters are called convex normal subalgebras in [2,6]. For any
integral residuated lattice L, the filter lattice of L is isomorphic to the congruence lattice under
the mutually inverse mappings
F → θF =
{
(a, b) ∈ A × A: a\b, b\a ∈ F},
θ → [1]θ =
{
a ∈ A: (a,1) ∈ θ}.
In case of pseudo-BCK-semilattices, though ∨ is not a term operation in the operations \, /, it
turns out that the congruence kernels are the compatible deductive systems [8]. Thus the congru-
ence lattice and the lattice of all compatible deductive systems of any pseudo-BCK-semilattice
are isomorphic (under the above assignments).
It is therefore obvious that all our previous considerations remain valid for integral residuated
lattices (and pseudo-BCK-semilattices), hence
Corollary 11. If an integral residuated lattice (respectively, a pseudo-BCK-semilattice) satisfy-
ing (24) is subdirectly irreducible, then it is linearly ordered. Consequently, an integral resid-
uated lattice (respectively, a pseudo-BCK-semilattice) is representable if and only if it satisfies
(24).
Observe that we can give an alternative proof of C.J. van Alten’s result that the representable
integral residuated lattices are characterized by (2):
Corollary 12. An integral residuated lattice (respectively, a pseudo-BCK-semilattice) is repre-
sentable if and only if it satisfies the identity (2).
364 J. Kühr / Journal of Algebra 317 (2007) 354–364Proof. It is sufficient to prove an analogue of Lemma 6. Thus, let L be an integral residuated
lattice satisfying (2), and let a, b ∈ A, a ∨ b = 1. Since the identities
(x\y) ∨ [((y\x)\z)∖z]= 1 and (x\y) ∨ [w/(w/(y\x))]= 1
hold in L, it follows that λc(a)∨b = (((b\a)\c)\c)∨(a\b) = 1 and ρc(a)∨b = (c/(c/(b\a)))∨
(a\b) = 1. Consequently, like in Lemma 6, we have g∨h = 1 for all g ∈ Γ (a) and h ∈ Γ (b). 
Obviously, we may equally use the identity
((
(x\y)\z)∖z)∨ (w/(w/(y\x)))= 1
instead of (2)
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